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A Journey Toward Awakening

SINKING ATLANTIS AND EARTH QUARANTINE

The Sinking of Atlantis, the Ending of Open ET Relations and the
Withdrawal of ET Technologies, Premature Opening of the Arc of the

Covenant and Descent of the Sphere of Amenti,
Earth's Quarantine, DNA Mutation

and the Creation of the Ego and the Higher Self.
9,558 BC-8000 BC

Following the 28,000 BC explosion in Atlantis, which reduced the continent
of Atlantis to a small land mass of three islands (in the area of what is now called
the Bermuda Islands), the guardian races continued open visitation with the c~l-
tures of Earth, using the Alcyone interdimensional spiral and the Great Pyramid
teleport station for easy access to Earth. The ET Visitors, and occasionally inter-
time travelers from future Tara, and past and future Earth, shared open com-
merce with human cultures, showing their influence in various locations around
the globe. As the primary teleport station was located in Egypt, Egyptian culture
was strongly affected and influenced by ET visitation. Many of their later depic-
tion of Gods originated from these early days of direct relationship with a wide
variety of extraterrestrial beings. The Sirian Council of HU-2, and the Galacti
Federation and Sirian-Arcturian Coalition for Inter-planetary Defense of HU-l
along with several other guardian allies, held the Alcyone spiral and Egyptian
teleport station under high security.

The Anunnaki Resistance, the Drakon, their allies or any other groups not
authorized by the Sirian Council, were not permitted to access the Al yon spiral
for Earth visitation. Unauthorized groups could, however, "tak the long way ill,"
lIsing other inter-galactic portals which connected to Earth's p rral SYSI'IlI.
Though th s alt rnativ routes of visitation demand d nil! h 111()1"' rirn . :lIld
I"'SOliI" .s, they w 'I" s ill fr '(I'I -nrly use I by orh I"sr llar IIIn II"'S, who :i1so inllu
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infiltrated the Sirian Council security systems, and secretly worked with mem-
bers of the Ternplar-Annu, primarily those in the Atlantean Islands. The Atlan-
tean culture digressed into a torturous, elitist society run by the Templar-Annu
operatives of the Anunnaki Resistance, and due to their actions 11,558 years ago,
Earth civilizations would be changed forever. The first major stumbling block to
the guardian races awakening plan took place in 9,558 Be.

The Ternplar-Annu, motivated by the Anunnaki Resistance, devised a plan
to take control of the Great Pyramid teleport station so the Resistance could have
free access to the Alcyone spiral. Their plan also included the destruction of the
Sphere of Amenti, for without the race morphogenetic field, the souls of the races
would be trapped in HU-1, their evolutionary imprint erased. The Resistance
desired to use humanity as an experiment, creating a worker race that could sup-
ply them with Earth resources, primarily gold and several other mineral com-
pounds. Using Ankh tools pirated from the Annu-Melchizedeks of the Inner
Earth, the Templar-Annu attempted to direct UHF fifth-dimensional energy
from the Ankhs, through the Great Crystal Generators which still remained
operational in the Atlantean Islands, through the Earth's energetic grid and into
the Arc of the Covenant portal bridge. They intended to send this high-powered
electromagnetic pulse (EMP) through the Arc of the Covenant and into the
Sphere of Amenti that was held within a planetary core in the Andromeda Gal-
axy, Their erroneous calculations indicated that if they sent precise EM pulse pat-
terns into the Arc of the Covenant, the Sphere of Amenti could be isolated as a
target for destruction, and the Blue Flame (morphogenetic field for Tara) could
be released and returned through the Arc of the Covenant, to be used as an inex-
haustible source of power. With the Blue Flame Staff of Amenti under their con-
trol, the Anunnaki Resistance could easily orchestrate a massive Earth takeover.
But the Templar-Annu failed to access the frequency codes used by the guardians
to protectively seal the Sphere of Amenti against such attack, and that miscalcula-
tion became the downfall of Atlantis.

When the Templar-Annu sent their destroyer beam EM pulse through the
Arc of the Covenant, the EM pulse intercepted the Sphere of Amenti with its
security seal. The security seal would not allow the EM pulse to travel into the
Amenti Sphere, but instead created a double overtone frequency pattern that sent
the EM pulse into a state of fission. The exploding energies focused in the
Andromeda Galaxy quickly refracted off of the security seal on the Sphere, repli-
cated and intensified, then projected back down through the Arc of the Cove-
nant, disseminated through the Earth grid, then refocused on their point of
origin, the Main Crystal Generator beneath the largest Island of Atlantis. This
process UlT d almost instantaneously, causing a chain reaction explosion
wirhin mosr of rhc op rational rystal Gcnerarors. The Sirian Council discov-
·I,·d t11 . pl.u: too lnt " and W'I"' unable to I I"vent the atastrophe. But they were
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~ 'our d the Earth in the few hours prior to the explosions, warning the cultures
10 I' 'treat underground and into the Inner Earth civilizations, where they would
IInd shelter and refuge from the deluge that would soon follow. Many people
I'l"Ommany lands poured into the Inner Earth portals, some were not able to
'11 er before the portals had to be closed, and so they perished. The portals and
the underground passageways leading to them were sealed, closed from the inside
lIsing the Ankh tools, as Earth awaited the inevitable explosions.

The first series of explosions blew apart the land mass of the largest Atlantean
Island, which triggered tectonic shifting beneath the ocean floor. This set off a
series of explosions within the other Crystal Generators, decimating the land
mass of the two remaining islands, sending them deep into the caverns beneath
the ocean floor. Atlantis was removed from the face of the Earth, into a watery
grave within the caverns beneath the ocean floor. The explosions occurred in
9558 Be, and resulted in yet another tilt of the Earth's axis, shifting of some
global land masses, a series of earthquakes and massive flooding in some locations
(the flooding was not global as it had been during previous floods). The Giza
tcleport station was again thrown out of alignment, as the Earth's vortex beneath
it (Earth's "heart chakra") no longer energetically lined up properly with the
Alcyone spiral. Though portions of the Great Pyramid, the Sphinx and several
other structures did survive these Earth changes, it would be many years before
they were returned to their grandeur. The guardian races had more pressing prob-
lems with which to contend.

After the explosions beneath Atlantis ceased, the Sirian Council ordered the
irian Blue Race to remove the crystal generators which had not exploded. The

massive crystals were dredged from the ocean floor and returned to Sirius B.
With the removal of the crystals, humanity's technological abilities were thrown
into the dark ages, and the once glorious civilizations of Earth were reduced t
primitive organizations based upon survival concerns and built through manual
labor, Though the memory of advanced societal structure remained, its appli a-
t ions became impossible without the powers supplied through advanced extrater-
I' . trial technologies. The crystals were removed as a safety precaution, so more
»cplosions did not ensue, but later it was decided that these technologies woul I
not be returned to Earth until the races had evolved to a more mature compr '-
h .nsion of the proper use of power. But this was only the beginning of the pr b-
\ .ms humanity would face as a result of the sinking of Atlantis.

Following the deluge, the Sirian Council placed further security seal on Lh '
Arc of the ovenant, which .no longer permitted energy to be drawn from till'
Bill' Plame in order to charge objects with UHF fifth-dim n ional en rgy. 'Iwo
ohj . 'IS were hap d prior to this caling, 0 the "gyptian ultur '$ woul I hay . :1
tool throuuh whi h rhc Inn 'r Earth portals ould b· open d. )n' 01 j,'t W:l,\ .1

,'"l,dl, (ylindri ':11ohjc ·t, 11:11Oil (lilt' ~id . and ma I or old, which hOtlsed .1.~IIl.dl
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also made of gold, was a staff about 3' long, containing several crystalline stones,
which housed a minute portion of the Blue Flame morphogenetic field. This
object was called the Staff. Though these objects did not have the power of the
Ankhs, they enabled humans to enter the Inner Earth portals and could be used
to facilitate healing, to influence weather patterns and to access the portals of par-
allel Earth. The objects were stored within a lead-lined chest that was energeti-
cally charged with a frequency barrier so the energies of the Rod and Staff could
not escape while the objects were in storage, The Rod and Staff, and the Ankhs
were placed in the custody of the Annu-Melchizedeks from the Inner Earth, and
the Ankhs were banned from being used by surface cultures. For a time, the Rod
and Staff were used by the Egyptians who rebuilt the surface cultures, but later
they were also banned from surface use and de-activated. Through time the chest
in which the Rod and Staff were stored became known as the Arc of the Cove-
nant, and the true meaning of the Arc of the Covenant and of the morphogenetic
flames of the 0-2 Rod and the 0-5 Staff became lost to all but a select few who
remembered the true significance of these terms.

The most treacherous problem created by this Atlantean misadventure was
that the original seal on the Arc of the Covenant, which kept the Sphere of
Amenti in place within the Andromeda planetary core, was sparked open by the
EM-pulse transmission from the Great Crystal. The Sphere of Amenti began its
descent to Earth. The Sphere of Amenti could only be entered into the Earth
core if the Earth grid vibrated high enough to hold the frequencies within it, and
only during the dimensional blending periods inherent to the Earth's natural
time cycles. The descent of the Sphere from the Andromeda Galaxy would take
2,000 years. Not only was the Earth grid unprepared to house its energies, but
the timing of entry would be completely out of synchronization with Earth's nat-
ural cycles. Having been released into the Arc of the Covenant portal bridge in
9558 BC, the Sphere of Amenti would intercept Earth sometime in 7558 Be. It
would not arrive in time for the dimensional blend period of 9048 BC, and
would arrive before the next dimensional blend period in 6835 Be. If the Sphere
of Amenti attempted to enter Earth's three-dimensional body during a time
period when Earth's fourth-dimensional vortices were not opened, the Sphere
would explode upon impact with the natural frequency barrier that separates the
third and fourth dimensions. This astral explosion would cause the Earth's
fourth vortex/chakra to collapse, which would systematically create a build up of
energy throughout the remaining vortices and the Earth grid would explode. If
the Sphere passed through the astral plane into the frequency bands of the third
dimension in 7558 BC, the Earth would be reduced to space dust.

In order to avert this pending Earth cataclysm the Ra Confederacy, Palaidor-
ian and irian Olin ils, -Iohim and several other Earth guardian groups devised
. plan ihrough whi h the Earth ould b spar d thi premature demise. This plan
W:ISput illto 1·11',1 ill I) 0 1\ :. 'I'll' Elollim were commissioned to nit 'J' rhc
":.111"',\() IIIOlpllClf',('lIt'lil II -l.l ill ,I way ih:u WOld I '\":11':1 n:ttllr.d Frequency
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Fence, or energetic barrier, surrounding the Earth through which the Sphere of
Amenti would be unable to pass. Certain frequency patterns were removed from
the Earth's morphogenetic field, so the fourth-dimensional frequencies could no
longer "plug into" Earth's three-dimensional body. The seventh through the
twelfth base tones and seventh through the ninth overtones of the third-dimen-
sional frequency bands were taken out of Earth's morphogenetic pattern. With-
out these frequencies, the fourth-dimensional frequency bands could not connect
to the Earth's 3-dimensional body, so the Sphere of Amenti would be halted
within the lowest frequency bands of the fourth dimension, as the path of fre-
quency through which it would descend into the third dimension was severed. It
would remain in the astral plane until the 3-dimensional frequencies were re-
entered into the Earth's morphogenetic field. Without those frequencies the
Earth would not be able to pull those specific tones into its planetary grid, so
Earth would be halted in its tracks of time within the middle frequency bands of
the third dimension. Though this protective measure was necessary at the time, it
also stunted the planet's ability to evolve naturally out of HU-l. The guardians
intended to release the Frequency Fence during an appropriate time cycle period,
once the Earth grid had rebalanced and its vibrational rate had increased enough
to accept a rapid return of the Sphere of Amenti.

There were certain advantages and several drawbacks to this Frequency Fence
plan. The 10th-12th overtones of the third dimension were left within the
Earth's morphogenetic field, which meant that a portion of Earth's particles
would manifest within the 10th-12th frequency bands of the third dimension. A
higher-vibrational "Earth phantom" was created, into which the Sphere of
Amenti could be released during an appropriate time cycle. Once the Sphere was
returned to the Earth Phantom energy imprint, the higher 3-dimensional aspects
of the race awareness would be released from the D-4 Seal of Palaidor, and would
be able to enter their race Cloister after death, so part of the soul essence could
return to Sphere of Amenti to await the release of the fifth-dimensional Seal of
Amenti. This meant that in the dimensional blending period of 6835 BC the
Sphere of Amenti could be entered into the 10th-12th overtone frequency band
of D-3, and from that point on soul fragments would no longer become trapped
in the D-4 astral plane upon death. This was a definite advantage in terms of th
evolution of consciousness. However, there were also some disadvantages created
by the mechanics of the Frequency Fence.

The first disadvantage of the Frequency Fence was that the natural portal
structures which allowed for interstellar transit into Earth would be Litoff from
the interdimensional grid. Interstellar Visitors could enter their rart into th .
Earth Phantom frequency bands, but could not easily nt r onto the Earrh's Sill'

fa e in the fr qu n y bands b I w the Fr qucn y F n . mall r, mol" ad:1I I:lhk,
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itoring and protecting the Frequency Fence, and the guardian organizations
agreed that interstellar visitation to Earth would be strictly limited to emergency
intervention. The guardians adopted a policy of non-interference with earthly
affairs, but continued to hold the Frequency Fence in place to preserve the integ-
rity of the planet. It was decided that humans would be allowed to orchestrate
their own affairs on Earth, with the guardians attending to issues of evolutionary
ascension from behind the scenes. Because the Sphere of Amenti was now in a
location more vulnerable to Resistance attack, extremely high security measures
were taken to ensure that no one disrupted the Sphere or breached the Frequency
Fence without guardian approval. In the beginning, this fortification of the Fence
was intended for security purposes, but later it was used as a opportunity for the
Elohim to extend favoritism to those humans carrying genetic strains more
closely connected to their own morphogenetic imprint. This gave an unfair evo-
lutionaryadvantage to some humans, such as the Serres-Egyptians and those of
the Hibiru Cloister, who had stronger genetic ties to the Elohim than many of
the other races. The overall effect of the Frequency Fence and the security tactics used
to enforce it, was that the physical Earth and its peoples were put under galactic
Quarantine, loosing all direct assistance from and relationship to the multidimen-
sional, inter-galactic communities. Because of this quarantine, information that
traveled through the frequency bands of the higher dimensions would no longer
transmit into the Earth's grid and cellular memory. Not only would the race
memory from the Sphere of Amenti be unavailable to humans upon the planet,
but interdimensional communications from higher dimensional fields would also
be curtailed, as higher frequency transmissions could not pass through the Fre-
quency Fence. As generations of the races evolved beneath the Frequency Fence,
previous memory of humanity's involvement with and genetic relationship to
extraterrestrial civilizations faded, and the advantages of technological advance-
ment those relationships allowed were lost.

Due to implementation of the Frequency Fence in 9540 Be, Earth evolved
under quarantine, and humanity was cut off from its interstellar heritage, but this
was not the only disadvantage that the Frequency Fence created for the human
populations. The process of a soul essence birthing out of the morphogenetic
field of the Sphere of Amenti involves the essence passing out of its morphoge-
netic field and into the morphogenetic field of the planet onto which it will
birth. Once a soul essence has entered its planetary morphogenetic field, it will
then pass into the fetal pattern that was created for its entry, and fetal integration
of the soul consciousness occurs. As the individualized morphogenetic field of
the soul essence passes through the planetary morphogenetic field, it picks up the
frequency patterns characteristic to the planetary core, which allows the essence
co "gr und" its id ntity within the collective energy imprint of the planet.

Al'l 'r Ihe I'r "Ill -n 'y l'cn . , was nppli .d and sorn of th third-dimensional
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third DNA strand, as the missing third-dimensional tones would not allow the
companion codes from the soul morphogenetic field to plug into the Earth's
morphogenetic field. The DNA is created in physical terms as its already existing
morphogenetic imprint passes through the Earth core morphogenetic field where
the energy imprint for the DNA then picks up the particle patterns from the
Earth that will "flesh out" the DNA imprint in terms of dense-matter particles. If
certain frequencies /tones are missing from the Earth core, those frequencies car-
ried in the DNA imprint cannot flesh out into matter particles, and the DNA
will manifest without those tones in its operational strands. The Frequency Fence
caused the third DNA strand to manifest without the seventh through the
twelfth base tones and the seventh through the ninth overtones, which resulted
in a genetic mutation for the human lineage.

DREAMING, EGO, AND HIGHER SELF

Dreaming
The third DNA strand corresponds to the third-Solar Plexus chakra, and the

third level of the bio-energetic field, the mental body. The DNA mutation
caused a division, or missing frequency link, in the third DNA strand which
manifested as a gap or void within areas of the bio-energetic system that corre-
sponded to that strand. The seventh through the twelfth base tones/sub-fre-
quency bands and seventh through the ninth overtones/sub-frequency bands of
the third dimension were blocked out of the third chakra, and the nadial capsule,
which naturally separates the third-dimensional/mental body, and fourth-dimen-
sional/astral body levels of the bio-energetic field, developed a second barrier, cre-
ating an even larger gap between the conscious mental awareness and the astral
level of awareness. In sleep the consciousness could travel into the astral identity,
but now there would be a gap between the waking identity and its astral experi-
ence. This gap, created by the missing 7-12 base tones and 7-9 overtones, creat d
a distortion in dream recall, in which the consciousness would encounter th .
missing tones and be unable to translate sensory information from frequen y
bands corresponding to those tones into the genetic code. Prior to the Frequcn y
Fence, memory of other dimensional experience during the dream state wa fa I'

more lucid, as experiences the consciousness had while disassociated from its
focus in the body during sleep would be stored in the form of electrical irnpuls '
within the consciousness, and when the consciousness returned to the body th 's '
electrical impulses would be translated through the body into coherent, s .qucn
tial memory patterns.

(Note: conscious recall of higher dimensional experien e requires the (\)111'1It
DNA strand, as thi strand allows the higher-dimensional xp ri n 'to I 'Ir;llI~
fcrred into th I wcr NA SIr. n Is and rh n into llular m .rnory :111I 011.~ iOIl\
I' gnition. The Third \'amani;ln/\"ll1l1rial1 I (lOI Rae :111I III -ir l Jr AIlIIi.1I1
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ter did not dream multi dimensionally as the later races would, because they did
not have the fourth DNA strand manifest within their genetic code. Their dream
experience was limited to activity taking place within the second- and third-
dimensional fields. The Fifth Root Race Ayrians/ Aryans and their Hibiru Clois-
ter brought multidimensional dreaming and astral projection of consciousness
into the human gene pool, as they held the fourth strand DNA imprint within
their genetic code. In. the races of the First Seeding, before the Seal of Amenti was
manifest in the gene code, dreaming took place on a fully conscious level and a
sleep state of disassociation from the body was not required, as perception of var-
ious dimensional fields took place on a fully conscious level. One would con-
sciously perceive and interact with the dimensional fields corresponding to the
number of DNA strands in the gene code, and the physical body was continually
replenished on a conscious level by drawing energy from the morphogenetic field
of Amenti through breathing. Only after the Seal of Amenti was applied did
humans have to disassociate from the body in sleep to revitalize the physical
structure and participate in other dimensional experience.)

After the Frequency Fence of9540 BC was in place higher-dimensional experi-
ence was unable to translate directly into the human cellular memory. The electri-
cal impulses within the consciousness, within which the imprint of higher
dimensional experiences were stored, could not pass through the gap within the
third DNA strand, so this experiential memory could not be translated into con-
scious, sequential dream recall. In contemporary times, now that the Frequency
Fence is beginning to lift and the third DNA strand is being repaired, sequential
dream recall and memory of higher dimensional experience is once again developing in
the races,and experiences associated with development of the higher DNA strands, such
as lucid dreaming, simultaneous dreaming, conscious astralprojection and mental bilo-
cation are also now emerging. For the earlier races, this loss of cognizant dream recall
created an extreme sense of isolation and an over developed focus of consciousness
within the external world. Dream recall was not the only area of human conscious-
ness to be affected by the Frequency Fence.

The Ego and the Higher Self
Through the mutation in the third DNA strand, which manifested as a divi-

sion within the third chakra and mental body level of the bio-energetic field, a
new kind of consciousness developed within the races. As the first through sixth
base tones and 10th-12th overtones were left operational within the third DNA
strand, two aspects of personal mental identity were brought into manifestation.
The conscious mind, or conscious focus of attention, was divided into two areas
that did n t on ciou lya sociate with each other. The portions of consciousness
that manifcsrcd through rh first through sixth base tones of the third DNA
strand W 'I" ('0 '1I,~nland .oukl per .ivc within rh lower vibrating nergy fields of
III 'II"SI 11I1'0I1!',11.,ixlh ,\IIi> 1'1('«11('11y hallds orth· third dim .nsinn, Th - porti ns
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DNA strand were focused and could perceive within the higher vibrating energy
fields of the 10th-12th sub frequency bands of the third dimension. The por-
tions of personal identity manifesting through the lower base tones of the third
DNA strands became the lower self, or what has come to be known as the Ego,
and its perceptions are limited to activity taking place within the lower portions
of the third dimension. The portions of identity manifesting through the higher
overtones of the third DNA strand became the Higher Self. The Higher Self
mind could perceive activity taking place within the highest sub-frequency bands
of the third dimension.

The lower mind Ego developed an exaggerated sense of dualistic perception,
as it became locked into five-sensory perception. Using only five sensory percep-
tion, extreme distinctions between the inner world of personal identity and the
outer world of manifest reality were perceived, as the cognition of "where the
inside and outside of things meet" was blocked from conscious perception. The
inner and outer realities meet within the morphogenetic field of the race identity
and that of the Earth's core, where the energetic inter-relationship between the
planet and its people is understood. Through the race morphogenetic field in the
Sphere of Amenti the individual's connection to its race and the purposes for its
existence within the greater plan of evolution can be understood, as the evolu-
tionary plan exists within the morphogenetic field as an energetic blue print
through which identities and events manifest. The race morphogenetic field also
holds the individuated morphogenetic field for a person, and contains the higher
dimensional soul aspects of consciousness through which the contours of the
individual incarnation are designed. Through the Frequency Fence the Ego
became cut off from conscious relationship with its personal morphogenetic field
and from the morphogenetic fields of its race and the planet. The Ego awareness
felt itself to be isolated and separate from the world around it, and could not per-
ceive the creative principle or purposes through which it came to be. Human con-
sciousness became "locked within the illusion of matter" as a result of the Frequency
Fence, unable to perceive or comprehend the reality of non-manifest substance through
which all manifest things are created Human consciousness lost touch with the com-
mon Source within and behind all things, and so lost its ability to identify with and
comprehend the beings and things that appeared to exist outside of itself Humanity's
connection to the Universe remained a reality, but the Ego awareness lost the
ability to consciously perceive that reality. The Egotistical mind perceived itself as
limited and finite, and so developed an overly aggressive need to dominate and
control its external environment as a means of attempting to insure it urvival.
As humans evolved to view themselves as finite creatures at the mer y fa s ' 'In-
ingly hostile external environment, the [ower Egotistical mind be an ' isolat .d,
Ion ly and very fright n d. I I aling of rh E otisti al mind would require il.~
int grarion with th . I Ii rh .r: ·If mill I, through whi h its lOW 'I' :1I1dpl:l \' wir hiu
the univ .rsc 'oldd h· IIndt'I,'tl)!)!!.
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The Higher Self mind could not only perceive in the highest frequency
bands of the third dimension, it could also "plug into" the D-4 astral identity and
the soul matrix identity that is contained within the fourth-, fifth- and sixth-
dimensional frequency patterns of the Amenti morphogenetic field. The Higher
Self allowed the fourth and fifth DNA strands to begin manifesting, if those
strand imprints were contained within the race DNA imprint. As long as the Fre-
quency Fence was operational the Ego could not translate higher dimensional
data into conscious awareness, nor could it translate the comprehension of the
Higher Self mind. But the elemental aspects of the human body, the portions of
consciousness manifesting through the second DNA strand that are focused
within the second-dimensional frequency fields, could translate portions of the
Higher Self cognition, as the 10th-12th overtones of DNA strand two could
translate some of the electrical impulses from the l Orh=I Zth overtones of DNA
strand 3. Strand two had already been altered through the Seal of Palaidor, creat-
ing the division between the D-2 emotional identity and the D-3 mental aware-
ness which created the sub-conscious mind, so the portions of the Higher Self
perceptions that could translate through the D-2 strand appeared within the
.body through the sub-conscious mind, appearing as felt emotional response. The
Higher Self communicated data to the conscious awareness via sub-consciously
sensed feeling, that became known as the Intuitive Sense. Intuition represents
information from the Higher Self sent to the conscious awareness via the body and
sub-conscious mind

In the present day human, as the third DNA strand begins its reverse-muta-
tion through the lifting of the Frequency Fence, the perceptions and cognition of
the Higher Self become consciously available to the lower mind of the Ego, and
through this conscious connection the Ego rediscovers its multidimensional
aspects of awareness. When the third DNA strand is completely assembled, the
Higher Self aspect of identity will merge with the Ego and the mental awareness
will comprehend itself as being a multidimensional identity. The Higher Self
serves as a bridge between the identity focused in HU-1 reality and the soul
imprint of that identity which is focused in HU-2. The first step in integrating
the Ego into its multidimensional identity is to open the lines of conscious com-
munication between Ego and Higher Self. In contemporary terms this is often
called "channeling your Higher Se/f," but the reality of that process is assembling
the third DNA strand through which the two levels of mind can merge.

If the Ego makes a conscious effort to allow its Higher Self to speak, the third
DNA strand assembly process is accelerated, and information received from the
Higher Self will evolve from vaguely sensed intuitive impressions, to direct inner
v rbal and vi ual communication, then eventually the Ego will understand the
Hi her If LO b part f it own id nriry, a focus of consciousness into which it
an dire 'I ils :lW:II''11'ss to rcc .ivc a gr 'al 'J" sp trurn of information. Once a per-
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can develop multidimensional perception and abilities. Through the super con-
scious mind the D-2 sub-conscious mind and D-l physical body consciousness
can also be integrated into the conscious awareness. Working with, through, and
becoming the Higher Self is the next step in human evolution, and through this
endeavor the healing and assembly of the DNA can occur, under the direction of
the super-conscious self. The Higher Self and the Ego came into being within the
human lineage in 9540 BC, manifesting as a result of the Frequency Fence that was
created to stop the Sphere of Amenti from destroying the Earth by entering the Earth S-

coreprematurely.

ALCYONE AND THE TEMPLAR SEAL

The Templar Seal and the Annu-Melchizedek and Hebrew Races,
Realignment of the Melchizedek Cloister Morphogenetic Field, the Annu-

Melchizedeks and Hebrew Races Removed and Serres-Egyptians and Cloister
Melchizedeks Appointed as Guardians of the Arc of the Covenant,

Resurrecting the Great Pyramid and the Sphinx.
8000 BC-5466 BC

The races who returned from the Inner Earth to re-establish surface civiliza-
tion, after the 9558 BC sinking of the Atlantean Islands, were faced with many
new hardships as rebuilding of their cultures was orchestrated through manual
labor, without the use of the Great Crystal Generators and high powered Ankhs
to which they had become accustomed. Following the employment of Earth's
quarantine in 9540 Be, and its resulting genetic mutation, evolution became an
even slower, more arduous task. The Egyptian-Serres, Annu-Melchizedeks and
Hebrew peoples were guardians of the Arc of the Covenant and were permitted
to have custody of the Rod and the Staff so their connection to the Inner Earth
civilizations could remain open. The Great Pyramid and the Sphinx suffered
damage during the flooding that followed the downfall of Atlantis, but portions
of these and other structures remained intact, and these were once again used as a
central hub around which the cultures would rebuild. The Serres-Egyptian
remained as the royal line in Egyptian culture, while remnants of the Lemurian
and Atlantean cultures and the Breanoua and Ur-Antrian Cloisters, the Annu-
Melchizedeks of the Inner Earth, the Hibiru, Aryans, Cloister Melchizedeks and
the Hebrew races populated Egypt and various other locations of the globe. Th '
first number of generations were preoccupied with survival issues and the dev 1-
opment of small cultural clans, which eventually led to the developm nt of brg 'I'

social orders. The Egyptian culture received much assistance from rh Inner
Earth races as the Arc of the ovenant was located within the 'gyprian lands !lnd

surfa uardianship of this an I oth r portal passa s was placed in III' hands 0('
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ALCYONE AND THE TEMPLAR SEAL

Annu were those born into the Atlantian-sub-race-Egyptian race through the
Melchizedek Host Matrix, who later interbred with members of the Anunnaki
Resistance, inheriting all or part of the genetic distortion Templar Seal from this
extraterrestrial race). The Templar-Annu interbred with many different races in
generations following Atlantis, especially with those of the Annu-Melchizedek
and Hebrew (Hibiru/Melchizedek) lines, passing on concentrations of the Tem-
plar Seal distortion, throughout the Melchizedek races. The distortions of the
Templar creed had also made their way into the Inner Earth societies and their
patriarchal, elitist, sexist, materialistic slant began to color the original teachings
of the Templar within certain groups. These creed distortions became apparent
in the evolution of the surface cultures, as did the progression of the Templar Seal
genetic distortion, as well as various other genetic anomalies that were created
through interbreeding with a variety of Interstellar Visitors during the times of
Atlantis. 1

The genetic distortions were of great concern to the Palaidorians and guard-
ian races, as if the deviations in the DNA imprint became too numerous, the
original imprint for the races would be lost. If enough soul essences from lineage
with deviating genetic imprints passed back into their race morphogenetic field
at death, those deviations would eventually override the original patterns in the
morphogenetic field. If the Amenti race morphogenetic field became misaligned
with the lz-srrand pattern, evolution of the 12-strand DNA package could not
take place.

In order to preserve the integrity of the Turaneusiam-2/human genetic line, the
Sirian Council and Elohim were authorized by the Ra Confederacy to remove cer-
tain portions of the race morphogenetic field from the Sphere of Amenti, so the
Amenti race morphogenetic field would not become misaligned by deviations in
the genetic imprint. The races removed from Amenti would pass through the plan-
etary morphogenetic field of Alcyone, and after death the soul essence would evolve
as consciousness for a time within the frequency fields of Alcyone, through which
genetic deviations of the human line could be processed out before the conscious-
ness returned to the Sphere of Amenti. This separation of the morphogenetic fields
became known as the Templar Seal. It involved removing the sixth base tone of the
second DNA strand, the sixth overtone of the fourth DNA strand and the lZth
overtone of the fifth DNA strand. The races bearing this genetic imprint configura-
tion were sealed out of the Sphere of Amenti morphogenetic field and redirected
into evolution through Alcyone, with the intention of one day releasing the Tem-
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plar Seal and reentering their morphogenetic field back into the Sphere of Amenti
for ascension.

The races bearing the most genetic deviation were those of the Ternplar-
Annu, who had been seeded through the Melchizedek Host Matrix, and through
them larger portions of the Melchizedek Cloister had become misaligned with
the 12-strand DNA imprint. Through the Melchizedek morphogenetic field, the
Hebrew-Melchizedeks and Annu-Melchizedeks also carried excessive genetic
deviation, so the morphogenetic fields of these three groups were chosen for re-
alignment through Alcyone.

It is important to note that the genetic deviations carried by these groups
were not inferior or "bad;" the deviations simply would have taken those aspects
of humanity on a different evolutionary course. This would have eventually redi-
rected the entire course of human evolution, and the original Turaneusiam 12-
strand DNA package would no longer be available to the human lineage of
Earth. The 12-strand package is one of the highest genetic imprints within HU-
1 and HU-2 for it allows full transmutation out of matter and can embody the
consciousness of a 12-dimensional oversoul when the 12 strands are fully acti-
vated. Very few biological forms possess this potential. Humans carrying the lin-
eage of the deviated genetic codes are in no way inferior to other human strains,
and as long as excessive deviations are not allowed to alter the original Amenti
morphogenetic field, those races do not pose a threat to the human lineage. As
you will see, through the course of this chapter, the guardian races have insured
the integrity of the human genetic imprint, and have also made it possible for the
races deviating from that imprint to return and ascend through the Sphere of
Amenti. The Hebrew morphogenetic field was realigned and entered into the
Sphere of Amenti about 2000 years ago with the birth of the man who has come
to be known as Jesus Christ, and the Annu-Melchizedeks and Templar-Annu
were reentered into Amenti about 3,300 years ago with the birth of the Pharaoh
Akhenatonl Amenophis IV.

At your present point in history all of your races are part of the Amenti mor-
phogenetic field, and all of you are in the process of healing and assembling vari-
ous DNA configurations. we do not want the more immature among you to misuse
this information on genetic lineage as grounds for unfair and discriminatory attitudes
toward other members of your race, for such discrimination has no intelligent basis
and is groundless. We would also like to mention here that of the Third through
Seventh Root Races and their Cloisters, each of the seven sub-races within a h
race carries one of the race strains from each of the seven Root Races. F r exam-
ple, those of the Aryan Root Race affiliated with the Hibiru Cloister, wh c I'l'y
the gene code imprint for the white skinned races, have within their' 'V '11 sub-
ra es a white skinned sub-ra e with a dominant Aryan I' l Iil iru Joisl 'I' g '11" il
bla k skinn 'I sub-ra 'wilh a lorninnnt Euanjh hi I' Yunas 'li :Ioisl 'I ['t'llt', :1
yellow skil1l1l'l Sid I'at" wit h :t dominilnl Muvnrian or Mt,l·hi'l.nld :lobl'l
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and a red skinned sub-race with a dominant Atlantean or Breanoua Cloister
gene. There will also be two additional sub-races which bear the primary skin
color of their Root Race and Cloister, who carry a dominant gene from the First
Polarian and Second Hyperbornean Root Races of Gaia, Each of the primary
Root Races and their Cloisters have this inter-mixed sub-racial division, The
seven sub-families within each of the seven sub-races are even further intermixed.
We tell you this so you may come to realize that all ~f your races, though diversi-
fied in genetic content are equal in value and all of them, by the design of their
morphogenetic pattern, are intertwined.

Discrimination of race, genetic lineage, or skin color is as ridiculous and
unfounded a notion as gender discrimination. Both of these ideas were given to you at
various periods by different groups of non-terrestrial Visitors, in order to manipulate
the evolution of the racesfor their own purposes. These notions have kept your races
and genders at odds, competing for who is better or best, when instead the true
power and beauty of the human races lies within its unity which allows for diver-
sification. You are all of equal value and importance, and each of you brings
unique characteristics and gifts into the human gene pool. It would do your spe-
cies well to realize this fact, so you can learn to work together, through which all
of you may heal and prosper. Now we will conclude our discussion on the
realignment of the Melchizedek morphogenetic field.

Following the implementation of the Templar Seal upon the Annu and
Hebrew morphogenetic fields, these groups were provided with teachings from the
Priesthood of Ur in the Inner Earth, through which they were counseled not to
interbreed with members of the other races, so as not to pass on the Templar Seal
gene configuration. Unfortunately, these teachings eventually became distorted, the
original meaning for the ban on interracial mixing became lost, and the teachings
evolved into an elitist creed of genetic superiority among these groups. This atti-
tude was perpetuated within the Annu and Hebrew races and later developed into
unnecessary cultural discord between those of Annu and Hebrew lineage, and the
Serres- Egyptian ruling class, and the Hibiru, Aryan and Cloister Melchizedek fam-
ilies who made up the majority of the Egyptian nations populations. This interra-
cial discord exaggerated already existing conditions of competition and conquest
among the races, When the Halls of Amenti were opened in 1374 Be, this interra-
cial discord proved to be a second primary setback to preparation for the 2017 AD
mass ascension wave. Due to interracial difficulties between the Annu-Melchizedek
and the Serres-Egyptian majorities, the Halls of Amenti were once again closed and
mass preparation for ascension was curtailed.

When the Ternplar Seals were applied in 8,000 BC, guardianship of the Arc
f the v nant wa transferred out of the hands of the Annu-Melchizedeks and
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the four races shared responsibility and accessibility to the Arc of the Covenant,
but following the Templar Seal only Cloister Melchizedeks and Serres-Egyptians
were permitted direct involvement with the Inner Earth Priesthood ofUr, whose
training kept knowledge of the Arc of the Covenant alive within the surface cul-
tures. From 8,000 BC forward the cultures developed with greater racial divi-
sions, some groups leaving the areas which came to be known as Giza, integrating
into other cultural bases along the Nile river, such as Thebes and into Nubia,
others journeying into the territories of what came to be known as Jerusalem, and
Sumeria and Ur along the Euphrates River, intermixing with the descendants of
the other Root Races and their Cloisters. The Serres-Egyptians and Cloister
Melchizedeks remained concentrated in the area of Giza where the Arc of the
Covenant entered the Earth, and continued to build up their civilizations, with
periods of achievement tempered by periods of digression.

During the height of pre-dynastic Egypt, following an influx of cultures from
various other regions, the Serres-Egyptians and Cloister Melchizedeks, under the
direction of the Priesthood of Ur, made an attempt to reconstruct the remains of
the Great Pyramid of Giza and the Sphinx, which had been damaged in the del-
uge following the sinking of Atlantis in 9,958 Be. Using manual labor, the Great
Pyramid was restored around 5,546 BC, as a religious center through which the
Arc of the Covenant was fortified and secured, but the structure no longer served
as an interstellar teleport due to the pole tilt resulting from the Atlantean cata-
clysm and the Frequency Fence of 9,540 Be. The Sphinx was reconstructed
around 5,466 BC, the contours of the structure's facial features were altered to
more closely resemble the appearance of the Serres-Egyptian line, and the stron-
ger, more exaggerated facial features characteristic to the Anunnaki lineage (who
originally designed the structure in 46,459 BC) were omitted from the recon-
struction. The form of the Leonine body remained as a tribute to remembered
gods of Egyptian mythology, who represented symbolic trace memories of
ancient Anunnaki affiliations with the HU-2 Leonine races. The early dynasti
periods of Egypt emerged around 3,500 BC, bearing increasing influence of cul-

l tural influx from various other regions. The Arc of the Covenant, Sphere of
Amenti and the tools of the Rod and the Staff became closely guarded secrets, held
within the confines of select Serres-Egyptian and Melchizedek Cloister families wit/;
whom the Priests of Ur continued covert contact.

5

Return to Amenti

PHARAOH AKHENATON

Return of the Sphere of 'Amenti, Birth of Pharaoh AkhenatonlAmenophis IV,
Templar Seal Released From the Annu Races,
Opening the Halls of Amenti and Ascension

2409 BC-1362 BC

The Sphere of Amenti could only be reentered int~ Earth's core during the
periods of dimensional blending within Earth's natural time cycles. The Elohim
and guardians from HU-2 and HU-3 had orchestrated the Frequency Fence and
Earth's quarantine in 9540 BC in order to prevent the Sphere from destroying
Earth after it had prematurely descended through the Arc of the Covenant as a
result of the Atlantean cataclysm, and since 9540 BC the Sphere of Amenti had
been in storage, under high security, within the frequency bands of the fourth
dimension astral planes. The Earth's grid had stabilized and risen in vibrational
speed since the times of Atlantis, and the guardian races made plans to reenter
the Sphere of Amenti into Earth's core through the barrier between the third and
fourth dimensions during the next natural opening in the time cycle, in prepara-
tion for opening the Halls of Amenti. The next natural dimensional blending
period would occur in 2409 Be, which marked the half cycle point within the
4426-year cycle that began in 4622 Be. If the Sphere of Amenti could be entered
into the third dimension in 2409 BC, it could then be returned to the Earth's D-
2 core whenever the Earth grid speed rose high enough to hold the frequencies of
the Blue Flame morphogenetic field of Tara, which needed to be embodied on
the planet for the Halls of Amenti to open. As the Melchizedek Cloister race held
the imprint for the fifth DNA strand, which would pull fifth-dimensional Ire-
quenci s into the Earth grid, the opening of the Halls of Amenti was dependent
upon enough of rh M I hizedeks and fifth strand hybrid races being present on
Earth co raise lh 'grid spc 'd high nou h to hold the Blue Flame. In order to raise
III(' grid VI/wi, 8°0 ({IIII' 101111.~/oullt population hid to have the fifih strand acti-
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vated, which meant that the Sphere of Amenti could not descend into Earth's core
until a concentration of Cloister Melchizedeks had been born. The second mass
birthing wave of Melchizedek Cloister souls was scheduled to occur around 1500
BC, so the tentative date for the opening of the Halls of Amenti was set for a
period following the 1500 BC Melchizedek Cloister birthing wave.

The Sphere of Amenti was released from D-4 by the Elohim in 2409 BC
The seventh through 12th base tones of the third dimension, which had been
removed from Earth's morphogenetic field to create the Frequency Fence, were
readjusted. The eighth through 12th base tones of D-3 were re-entered into the
Earth's morphogenetic field, reconstructing the Frequency Fence between the
sixth ~nd eighth base tones of the third dimension. This allowed the Sphere to
enter mto the UHF bands of D-3 until it was time to open the Halls of Amenti.
Releasing the Sphere from the UHF bands of D-3 did not require synchroniza-
tion with a natural dimensional blend period as would have been necessary if the
Sphere remained in D-4.

Following the Melchizedek birthing wave of 1500 Be, plans were made for
the opening of the Halls of Amenti. This opportunity would also be used to
begin the reintegrating of the Annu-Melchizedek morphogenetic field, which
was stored in Alcyone under the Templar Seal. It was decided that in the year
1398 BC an avatar from HU-2 would birth on to Earth through the Annu-
Melchizedek morphogenetic field, then through the Sphere of Amenti and into
the Earth. By passing an avatar soul essence, who carried at least 9-dimensional
frequencies within its personal morphogenetic field, the genetic imprint devia-
tions in the Annu-Melchizedek morphogenetic field could be realigned with the
H~-2 frequency patterns. This process would serve to clear the Annu morphoge-
netic field of its distortions and reintegrate the Annu back into the Cloister
Melchizedek morphogenetic field in the Sphere of Amenti. Following the birth
of this avatar, the Annu peoples would be released from the Templar Seal and
would be able to ascend to Tara with the unsealed races when the Halls of
Amenti opened. The birth of the avatar would "spark," or quickly raise the fre-
quency of the Earth grid, which would in turn cause the Earth core vibrational
rate to increase, so a spark would be released from the Earth core into the Arc of
the Covenant, thereby releasing the Sphere of Amenti into the Earth core.

The avatar chosen for this project was a pure Anunnaki soul essen '
appointed by the Sirian Council from HU-2 It was necessary for an Anunnaki to
serve this role in order to realign the Annu genetic imprint to its original ord 'I'.

The avatar was born in 1398 Be, in the city of Thebes, Egypt, as the son of a
Serres-Egyptian father and Annu-Melchizedek mother. This child be am ' known
as Amenophis IV; son of Pharaoh Amenophis III and Queen Tiy. Wh .n the hik]
was grown he chan red his narn ' co Akh naton (1 66 B ), and b "an Ih . AIOlli,~1
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,
later, in 1386 BC the Blue Flame of Amenti descended and was embodied by the
Melchizedek Cloister Flame Holder, who became the High Priest of Akhenaton's
Atonist movement, (Amenophis III died in 1385 BC when Akhenaton was 13
years old, and Akhenaton served as regent with his mother Queen Tiy until 1370
Be, when at age 28 he began his 17-year Pharaonic rule), The Melchizedek
Cloister soul group who were to serve as Keepers of the Flame were birthed into
this time period in synchronization with Akhenaton's birth, so they would be in
the appropriate places to fulfill their role within the opening of the Halls of
Amenti. The Halls of Amenti opened 12 years later in 1374 Be, after the fre-
quencies of the embodied flame had stabilized within the Earth grid.

At the age of24 Akhenaton was taken to the Inner Earth by the Priests ofUr,
and trained in the processes of ascension, which he would conduct after his train-
ing was complete. In 1367 BC, at the age of 31, Akhenaton was instructed to
relocate his seat of power from Thebes to a location in middle Egypt called Tel el-
Amarna, where he constructed the city of Akhetaton in honor of the Aton god
and the Law of One. He was led to this location by the Priests of Ur, as there,
beneath the ground, were portals connecting to the Inner Earth, through which
he could pass into the portals beneath the Great Pyramid of Giza, where the Arc
of the Covenant and the Halls of Amenti were found. The Giza pyramid was still
under the control and protection of the Amonist priests of Serres-Egyptian lin-
eage, among whom much anti-Atonist sentiment stirred. The Priests of Ur did
not want knowledge of the opening of the Halls of Amenti known among the
general Amonist priest-cast, as certain abuses of power and distortion of the orig-
inal Templar creed had become prevalent in this group, and only Cloister
Melchizedeks born into the Serres-Egyptian elite were permitted knowledge of
the opening of Amenti.

The new city at Tel el-Amarna allowed Akhenaton and his followers to go
about the business of ascension without drawing the attention of the Serres
priesthood, and also permitted easy access through the Inner Earth to Giza, The-
bes, Jerusalem and the city ofUr along the Euphrates River. Using surface travel,
these locations were hundreds of miles apart, but through the portals of Inner
Earth these locations could be accessed within minutes. Akhenaton's purpose in
coming to Earth was to ensure the opening the Halls of Arnenti, to realign the
morphogenetic field of the Annu races so they could be re-entered into the
Sphere of Amenti, and to orchestrate ascension for the Templar-Annu, Annu-
Melchizedeks and selected others of various races, whose genetic codes were
evolved enough to undergo this process. The Annu lived in concentration in the
Inner Earth, and were also disbursed throughout the lands of Egypt and beyond.
Through the inner passageways, Annu from various locations were brought to
Akhetaton :1.1' Tel l-Arnarna for ascension initiation and training, and then taken
S I' tly inro I h ' low 'I' hamh rs of rh ,I' at Pyramid of Giza where they could
pass Ihrough tilt' Il:tlls or Ani '1I1i :tntl I' -rurn (0 "lara.
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Though the Halls of Amenti had been opened in 1374 Be, Akhenaton did
not begin ascension practices until 1367 BC, when his sanctuary at Akhetaton
had been prepared and his training with the Priests of Ur had been completed.
For five years, between 1367 BC and 1362 BC Akhenaton successfully trained
a~d asce~d~d several thousand people through the Halls of Amenti, secretly and
without incident. Though his spiritual commitments left him little time or con-
cern for the more mundane earthly affairs of politics, which made him highly
un~op~ar among the general Egyptian populace, he was quite successful in ful-
fillmg hIS purposes for incarnating on Earth, and was held in high esteem by the
peo~les of Inn~r Earth and the surface dwellers who understood the significance
of hIS work. HIS success was, however, short lived, as his less-desirable character
leanings of arrogance, intolerance for the beliefs of others and favoritism toward
the Annu. peoples br?ught an early end to his achievements, and ultimately cre-
ated a major setback m the greater plan of preparing the races for mass ascension.
Akhenaton is still primarily viewed as a master and revered avatar among descen-
dants of the Melchizedek people, who understand the purposes for his work on
~art~. He deserves much credit for his achievements in realigning the genetic
Impnnt of the Annu races and reintegrating their morphogenetic field into the
Sphere of Amenti. Though his general Earth mission was successful, it is still
worth mentioning the less-than-desirable events that colored his reign as Pha-
raoh. Becau~e of these events, the Halls of Amenti were once again closed, and
the quarantine under which the races had evolved since 9540 BC remained in
effect long after it was originally intended.

Conflict Between Serres-Egyptian-Melchizedeks andAnnu-Melchizedeks and
Akhenaton, Opening the Portals of the Underworld, Closing the Halls of
Amenti, Guardianship of the Arc of the Covenant transferred to Hibiru

Cloister, Deactivation of the Rod and the Staff and the Templar-Axion Seal
Tutankhamon and Haremhab.

1362 BC -1309 BC

~enaton successfully practiced the rites of ascension among the Annu
populations from 1367 BC to 1362 BC, following directives from the Priests 01
Ur in the Inner Earth. Tensions began to mount between Akhenaton and the Ur
Priesthood when he was instructed to begin ascending other individuals not 01
Annu lineage. In his original soul agreement, Akhenaton was to re-enter rhc
Annu-Melchizedek morphogenetic field back into the Sphere of Arnenti, S ihru
~he.~alls of Amenti were opened, then oversee the training and as nsion 01 all
I~dlVld~als whose genetic codes would allow them to pa s through rh· nn h
dimensional frequ n i into 'Iara. 'IT's-Egyptians, and all 01 rhe olh -r r:1'~'S
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of Ur, Akhenaton would allow select Serres to enter into the initiation programs
at Akhetaton, but then systematically omit them from the final stages of training,
so the opportunity of program completion and ascension was denied. The
Priests of Ur and the Elohim created an alternative plan by which the
Melchizedek Cloister Keepers of the Blue Flame, who held strategic positions
within Akhenaton's inner council, would be permitted to conduct ascension rites
under the direction of the Priests of Ur, without Akhenaton's knowledge of their
activities.

The Keepers of the Blue Flame were headed by the primary Flame Holder, a
women named Phaelopea, who for long held the rank of High Priestess of the
Atonist temples at Akhetaton. The inner circle of the Flame Keepers was com-
posed of General Haremhab, head of Akhenatons strategic armies of the north,
the head physician of Akhenaton's court and his illegitimate, elder half brother
Sabatoth, and his fourth wife Ankhi (historically known as Kiya). There were
approximately 200 other members of the Blue Flame Melchizedeks among
Akhenaton's ranks, who had originally been sent to support him in his efforts. As
his personal prejudice and intolerance of the Serres-Egyptians had colored his
ability to fulfill his ascension duties appropriately, the Blue 'Flame Melchizedeks
were assisted by the Elohim to carry out ascension by night, using an alternative
portal passage to the Great Pyramid of Giza. Through the alternate route, the
Keepers of the Blue Flame would not have to pass through the portions of Inner
Earth through which Akhenaton conducted his ascensions, so both groups could
fulfill the ascension contract, while circumnavigating Akhenaton's personal char-
acter leanings. From 1363 BC to 1362 BC the Keepers of the Blue Flame lead
qualified Serres-Egyptians and others to the Arc of the Covenant at Giza, success-
fully ascending several hundred individuals not of Annu descent through the
Halls of Amenti.

In 1362 BC the inevitable occurred, and Akhenaton discovered the activities of
the Keepers of the Blue Flame, and charged identified members with treason, and
sentenced them to death. Among those sentenced to die were his fourth wife
Ankhi and his half brother Sabatoth. With the assistance of the Elohim, these indi-
viduals were exiled to Giza and placed under the protection of a select group of
Serres-Egyptian priests who had been permitted to know of the secrets of Amenti.
Akhenaton's fourth wife Ankhi had produced a son for Akhenaton in 1363 Be,
and the child was later secretly taken to Giza by his mother and several other Keep-
ers of the Blue Flame. General Haremhab's affiliation with the Keepers of the Blue
Flame had not yet been discovered, and he remained an operative within
Akh naton's ranks, attempting to soften Akhenaton's wrath toward those whom he
per iv d :IS un ir rs, Tn1362 BC, shortly after the child was taken from Akhetaton
to ,i:l.:1.:t fln:d 'OIl('I'OI1I:lIiol1took pia between Akhenaton and the Keepers of
tlw I\IJI' JiI:IIlI', 'I'll(' ollli'ont:llioll 1001< plnc within th hidd n passages ben arh
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portal route and caught the Keepers of the Blue Flame in their ascension practices.
Using the Staff, Akhenaton attempted to close the Halls of Amenti. The Flame
Holder transmitted the D- 5 frequencies held within her body into Ankhi, who was
to be the next Flame Holder. Ankhi transmitted the D-5 frequencies of the flame
into the Sphere of Amenti to counter the transmissions of the Staff, forcing the
Halls to remain open. Akhenaton and Ankhi were held within a duel of energy,
with the Sphere of Amenti between them. Sabatoth, Akhenaton's unrecognized half
brother, retrieved the Rod instrument from Akhenaton's guard and activated the
second-dimensional frequencies of the Rod in hope of knocking the Staff from
Akhenaton's grasp, fearing that the power duel taking place would destroy the
Sphere of Amenti. In a brief moment the course of intended history was changed,
as the second-dimensional energy transmissions of the Rod interacted with the
fifth-dimensional energy transmissions of the Staff to create a double overtone fre-
quency field. When the double overtone was struck, the energetic barrier around
the Sphere of Amenti collapsed, opening the D-2 Earth morphogenetic field into
the Sphere of Amenti. This released the chaotic energies of the soul fragmenrs
caught in D-l and D-2 (known as the Underworld) into the morphogenetic field
of the Sphere of Amenti.

The Elohim immediately intervened, descending through the Arc of the
Covenant, resealing the Sphere of Amenti. Portions of the Amenti morphoge-
netic field had been contaminated by the chaotic forces of D-2, and the Elohim
had to separate the Sphere of Amenti, leaving the contaminated portions within
the D-2 Earth core morphogenetic field. The portions of the Sphere that had
not been compromised were placed back into the Arc of the Covenant in the
UHF bands of D-3, where the Sphere of Amenti was once again sealed. Because
of these events, the Halls of Amenti were once again closed. The portions of
Amenti that remained in Earth's core stayed opened, but the frequency bands of
the Amenti Sphere that allowed passage into Tara were sealed away in the UHF
bands of D-3 within the Arc of the Covenant. On the evening when this con-
frontation occurred, all members of the conflicting parties were energetically
altered and returned to their home in Akhetaton, having their memory of the
night's proceedings erased.

Prior to this event, the Elohim and Priests ofUr had intended to orchestrate
the ascension of Akhenaton, his first wife Nefertiti and their daughters. This was
scheduled to occur after the seat of power had been transferred from Akhenaton
to his fourth wife Ankhi and their son, through whom the half brother Sabaroth
would acquire the throne until the avatar child came of age. The Elohim inten-
tions were to blend the Atonist and Amonist perspectives together around the ori(!:inai
Templar teachings 0/ the Law of One, through which Egypt could be unified (met. rru«
(IS (11'/'lode/flJr preparing dJe r(ltf'sflJr nsren ion. Followi nn the losing of rhc l lnlls
O("J\III '11Ii, Ihis pl:1I1 wns II!) IOIlf', 'I" ("·:lsill., as rhc roynls ioukl not ;1S' 'lid to'I:II':t
willi' (11 ' Sph '1'('or 1\111('1111I' 'III I 11\'<1~pit ill two, so :tlll'rllailvt' III ',ISIII' 'S h,ul 10
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be taken. The Sirian Council had arranged for the royal family to be taken by
starship to Sirius B after the transfer of earthly power, but Akhenaton did not live
long enough to fulfill this vision,

The Elohim and Priests ofUr attempted to council Akhenaton following the
closing of the Halls of Amenti, but he misunderstood their attempts at astral
communication to represent attempted manipulation by evil forces. Having no
memory of the Gizaevents, Akhenaton was.swayed by the Priests of Ur, during
physical contact, to allow the Flame Keepers to go free. He was further advised
to continue with the plan to allow Ankhi to be appointed as wife number one so
the child would be given legitimacy as the next heir to the Pharaonic line. Events
became a jumble of confusion as Akhenaton, fearing treason at every turn, chose
to disregard the requests of the Priests of Ur that ascension practices be stopped.
This request was given in good measure, as anyone attempting to ascend through
Amenti while the Sphere was broken into two pieces, would find their soul
essence fragmented into D-2 and the upper portions of D-3. Thinking that he
was sparing the Annu from manipulation attempts by the Priests of Ur,
Akhenaton used the Staff to access the alternative portal route to Giza, and con-
tinued to ascend groups of Annu through the portals, not realizinghe was sen-
tencing them to soul fragmentation. Sabatorh discovered Akhenaton was using
the Halls of Amenti and so he, going against the advice of the other Flame Keep-
ers, also continued ascension attempts for the Serres-Egyptian peoples. Sabatoth
discovered that by using the D-2 portals to access parallel Earth, through which
people could merge consciousness with their anti-particle double and transmute
their DNA, that passage into the Halls of Amenti could be made without the use
of the Staff or Blue Flame. Neither man realized they were sending people into
fragmentation and both believed they were assisting their own people who were
being unfairly denied by the other side.

The Elohim again intervened to stop these activities. The personal morpho-
genetic fields of individuals involved with ascension after the Halls of Amenti
were closed were removed from the Sphere of Amenti morphogenetic field and
placed within the Third Eye of Horus portal passage in the core of Sirius B, under
the Templar-Axion Seal. This group included over 1,000 people, who would be
allowed to ascend to Tara as soul essences once the Halls of Amenti were
reopened, but once there, they had to repeatedly incarnate on Earth until they
had fully assembled the fragmented portions of their soul essence from the D-2
elemental kingdom. Akhenaton and his half brother Sabatoth, and various others
of Cloister Melchizedek and Serres-Egyptian lineage were among those placed
under the Templar-Axion Seal. This Sealing was again employed as a protective
measure, to insure that the remaining portions of the Amenti Sphere were not
ornprorniscd by rh , misaligned energies of D-2. But unfortunately, through
rcn '!'fllions rollowin 1 chis linea ,portion of the Templar-Axion Seal were
pa,~srd clowu illdis 'l'illdllal 'Iy i111'Ollgholll various r:t i:tI f:tlllili s, and rh Tern-
pL11'Axiun SI':d h 'I .1111('III (' ,I (11I;~l'10 111('I'iI . 'S, ':Illsillg I1lis:tli '11111'111in various
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portions of the Amenti Sphere, which were further passed on through various
genetic lines. These distortions in the Sphere of Amenti would have to be
realigned with the 12-strand DNA imprint before anyone could again ascend
through the Halls of Amenti.

Suffering from confusion caused by the cumulative effects of these events,
Akhenaton grew progressively more disinterested in the common affairs of Egypt
and devoted his attention to ensuring the position of his son as the next heir to the
throne. At this point, conspiratorial plans to remove Akhenaton from power
brewed heavily within his own legions, promoted primarily by his uncle (the
younger brother of Amenophis III). His first wife Nefertiti found sympathy with
the conspirators, as she did not take well to the intended transfer of her position
and power, pending the validation of the son as heir. The Flame Keepers and
Ankhi (wife number 4, whom Nefertiti blamed for destroying her family) appealed
to Nefertiti for compliance, at the insistence of the Priests ofUr. Unfortunately for
all, Nefertiti could not muster the required humility, and in 1361 BC she assisted
the uncle in sabotaging Akhenaton's plans. The uncle orchestrated the assassina-
tion of Ankhi and Akhenaton's two-year-old son, thereby leaving the issue of heir to
the Pharaonic throne open to the highest bidder.

Distraught over the loss of his son and what he perceived as the failure of his
earthly mission, Akhenaton withdrew from social interaction, as General
Haremhab, Sabatoth and others devised a plan to remove Akhenaton from power
to protect Egypt from Akhenaton's declining rule. In 1353 BC, with a heavy heart,
General Haremhab turned a blind eye as Akhenaton's aged uncle led the final con-
spiracy, assassinating Akhenaton and arranging the temporary succession of Smen-
khkare (husband of one of Akhenaton's daughters, who secretly held a pro-Amonisr
outlook) to the throne. Haremhab, Sabatoth and the Keepers of the Blue Flame
hoped to see Smenkhkare replaced by Sabatoth, but after the fall of Akhenaton's
reign in 1353 Be, Sabatoth was imprisoned as a traitor in 1348 BC by the corrupt
Serres-Egyptian Priesthood at Thebes (with whom he had been raised in child-
hood), tortured for his knowledge of the secrets of the Arc of the Covenant, then
executed in 1344 BC

Sabatoth left behind him a legacy within which lived the hope of the Keeper
of the Blue Flame. A child was born to Ihopetohetep, the wife of Sabatoth, sev-
eral months after he was incarcerated in Thebes in 1348 BC The child wa
named Tutankhaton. Haremhab and the Keepers of the Blue Flame kept the
child's true lineage hidden and orchestrated a marriage berween thi child and
Akhenaton's third daughter Ankhesenpaaton. In 1340 BC Srnenkhkare was assas-
sinated by Haremhab's secret guard, and 8-year old Tutankhaton wa pro him' I
Pharaoh. 1n rdcr to av rt th SUSI i ions of rh err s pri rho d, J Iar .rnhnl
:1IT:Lng'd r, r the 1"0y::11 ouplc's in ir iat ion ihr II h Ihe, 'IT'S pri .srhood nt 'I'll ,j, 'S,
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elder councilor-priest named Aya, and the capitol was again moved from Akheta-
ton at Tel el-Arnarna to Memphis, so activities at Giza could be more closely
monitored. Originally Haremhab intended to uphold his commitments as a
Keeper of the Blue Flame. This required a slow but steady integration of the
belief systems of the Amonist and Atonist peoples. Under mounting pressure
from the Serres-Egyptian priesthood at Thebes, Haremhab succumbed to taking
actions which appeared to be more politically correct, and the teachings of the
Law of One became lost as he influenced Tutankhamon to abandon all Atonist
sympathy and revert to old Amonist perspectives. Having loyalties to the Keep-
ers of the Blue Flame, Tutankhamon attempted to resist Haremhab's campaign.

In 1331 BC, when the 17-year old Pharaoh Tutankhamon was suffering
from an illness, several of Haremhab's advisors took matters into their own hands
and poisoned him, removing the primary obstacle to Haremhab's new direction
and ending the nine-year reign of Tutankhamon, the child king (1340 BC-1331
BC). Haremhab quickly appointed the aging Aya, a long-time friend and Serres-
Egyptian sympathizer, to the Pharaonic throne. Falling hopelessly under the
manipulation of the Serres-Egyptian old order, Haremhab appointed himself
Pharaoh following the death of Aya in 1324 BC In order to preserve his politi-
cal standing, Haremhab methodically set about destroying any evidence of his
prior affiliation with the Atonist movement and involvement with the Cloister
Melchizedek Keepers of the Blue Flame. Haremhab reigned as Pharaoh from
1324 BC until his death in 1309 BC, appointing Rameses I as his successor. Fol-
lowing the death of Aya in 1324 BC, the Melchizedek Cloister Keepers of the
Blue Flame became scattered throughout Egypt, being considered criminals of
the state for their prior affiliation with Akhenaton. Some found refuge within
the secret ranks of the Serres priests at Giza, who still worked under the directive
of the Priests of Ur. By 1309 BC the Elohim plans for opening the Halls of
Amenti and preparing the races for the mass ascension wave of 2017 AD were
lost beneath the chaos left in the wake of Akhenaton's clandestine rule.

Although Akhenaton was ultimately successful in re-entering the Annu people
into the Sphere of Amenti and successfully orchestrating the ascension of many
individuals during his brief reign, he left an equally detracting legacy of chaos
behind him. The Halls of Amenti were closed, the Sphere of Amenti was broken in
rwo, with part of the race morphogenetic field in chaotic shambles within the D-2
Earth core and the other part again quarantined in the UHF bands of the third
dimension. The Arc of the Covenant was once again sealed, and the Frequency
Fence, which kept the Sphere of Amenti from descending through the Arc, was
once again put in place. Following the death of Tutankhamon in 1331 Be, the
Elohirn and th Priest of Ur, disheartened by the error of the human element,
trnnsf IT,d surf., , unrdianship f th Ar of the Covenant out of Egyptian hands.
'I 'h ' Arc or I he :OWIl:IIlI was pl:1 ·d 1I1lt! '1' rh I rote cion of the Hibiru loister
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were de-activated, and thus entry into the portals of the Inner Earth was stripped

away from all races within the surface cultures. 1

THE THREE CHRISTS

Elohim and Sirian Council Favoritism toward Sirian Genetic Strains and
Promotion of Patriarchal Templar Creed Distortion. Pleiadian, Arcturian,

and Andromeda Resistance and Azurites Appointed by Ra Confederacy as Co-
guardians of Palaidorian Covenant. Division within the Cloister

Melchizedeks and Essene Brotherhood.
1240 BC -12 BC

The chaos which resulted from the misfortunes of Akhenaton's reign also cre-
ated a major division within the ranks of the Elohim ofHU-3, the Sirian Coun-
cil of HU-2 and the Ra Confederacy from the Meta-galactic Core. Dispute arose
as to what should be done with the program of human evolution. The majority
of Elohim had abandoned their loyalty to the human races in general, and saved
their attentions for Annu-Melchizedeks and Hebrew peoples to whom they had
closer genetic ties. In the years following Akhenaton's demise, the Elohim and
Sirian Council began showing their favoritism of these groups by purposely
influencing the developing cultures to adopt the distorted Templar Creed. They
believed that by promoting male dominance within the races (which was already
a rampant distortion promoted by the corrupted Serres-Egyptian line), the
course of interbreeding could be controlled. By controlling the women breeders
and influencing a male elite to practice interracial discrimination, the Elohims pre-
ferred lineage of humans could be kept genetically pure. These, selected "chosen
ones" would be given special privilege of ascension if they followed the teachings
of the Elohim's altered Templar Creed. The Elohim had basically given up on the
rest of the human population, and made no attempt to assist the general populace in
realigning the damage done to their genetic codes through the propagation of the
Templar-Axion Seal.

Other members of the Elohim, Pleiadian Star League Council, Andromeda
and ArcturianFederations felt this preferential treatment was unfair, and
appeal~d to the Ra Confederacy for intervention. The Ra Confederacy agreed
that this treatment was discriminatory and detrimental to the human evolution-
ary plan. In 700 BC the Azurite Family of the Ra Confederacy was called into
operation as primary protectors of the Covenant of Palaidor, and though willing
to work with the biased Elohim, the Azurites were given an equal hand in the

1. Some historical refer n .c so.ur 's Sl~gti 'SI rhat Akheunron r:i '11·d f"om I. . -I. , S Be: :11' I
place TlIr~r~kh~l11ons 1"1 ',,\fr()111 111.\ I;> .11\ ,. S\)<:nk'rs from rhc Siri:," ;()1III('! I provklcd
!ill' d:II~'s U70 US,I H • 1<lI' /\lIh '1l,IIOIlS I' '1/1" 1I1l( I.l () UJ I I\e It)!, '1\11,\111<11111111111; rh 'Y
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orchestration of human evolution. Their primary concern was to realign the
morphogenetic field of the Sphere of Amenti, reintegrate all of the races who had
been removed and prepare the races for another opening of the Halls of Amenti,
to be scheduled in coincidence with the mass ascension wave of 2017 AD. The
Azurites and Elohim worked together through the Melchizedek Cloister, estab-
lishing the Essene brotherhood about 1240 BC, which was originally designed to
bring the undistorted Templar teachings of the Law of One back into manifesta-
tion on Earth. (The Essenes were originally one of the 25 families within the
Melchizedek Cloister race. Members of this family were interbred with the
Hibiru Cloister races to create a hybrid Hebrew strain. The Essenes thus had two
primary racial divisions, those of the Melchizedek Cloister and those of Hebrew
mixed-Cloister lineage.) Within several generations the biased Elohim took the
project in their own direction, interbreeding some of the Cloister Melchizedek
families with the Hebrew-Melchizedeks and promoting the patriarchal Templar
Creed, which became the primary focus of the Essene Brotherhood teachings.
By 1150 BC the Priests ofUr disassociated themselves from the primary families
of the Essene brotherhood, and began working with a few select families within
the Essenes, and the Hibiru and Melchizedek Cloisters. These families were cho-
sen to reintegrate the undistorted pure Templar teachings and to work directly
with the Priests of Ur to ensure the race preparation for the ascension wave of
2017 AD. In 700 BC the Ra Confederacy gave the Azurites equal directive con-
trol over human evolution and appointed them primary guardians of the Cove-
nant of Palaidor. The Azurites began their work on Earth through the Essenes of
the Priests of Ur. In 196 BC the Azurites and the Sirian Council attempted to
mend the growing rift within the Melchizedek families by combining the previ-
ous teachings of the Melchizedek Priesthood with the evolving doctrines of the
patriarchal and purist Melchizedeks.

The original Melchizedek Priesthood, as it exists today, was founded on sur-
face-Earth in 1982 BC, prior to Akhenatons reign, within the Hibiru Cloister race
in the area of Salem, which became Jerusalem. An ET Nephilim (an immortal
Sirian-human hybrid from the Second Seeding period) was brought to Earth from
Nibiru in 1979 BC, carrying a patriarchal version of the Templar Creed, which
allowed knowledge of ascension and genetic protection to reach the Hibiru and
Aryan races. This individual became known as Melchizedek, King of Salem. The
foundations for the modern day Jewish religion were laid at this time with the
establishment of the Priesthood of Melchizedek among the Hebrew, Hibiru and
Aryan races, through which the mystical studies of the original Kabbalah were
organized. In 196 BC some success was achieved in consolidating the Templar
tea bin s by ornbining the old Templar-Melchizedek doctrine with those of the
Bill' l'lnrn . M~I hiz xlck ESS'n's and the Templar-Melchizedek Essenes. Despite
Ihis a 'Idt'v '111 '11(, lWO pri 111;1ry, 'overt division. within th Ess nc broth rhood
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1 II 0 patriarchal Elohim were known as the Templar-Melchizedeks. They were pri-
11l:II'ilydescendants of the Hebrew-Melchizedeks who had received the Templar
S ':11in 8,000 Be, and whose morphogenetic field still remained in Alcyone, not
yec reintegrated into the Sphere of Amenti. This group emphasized the patriarchal
slant of the Templar creed within the Jewish faith and heavily influenced the evolu-
Iion of the Christian faiths. The Templar-Melchizedek Essenes were taught by the
EI him to believe that they were God's chosen people and that they held the key to
:1$ension. The covert group of Cloister Melchizedeks within the Essene brother-
hod, who worked secretly with the Priests of Ur under the Azurite Council, were
primarily descendants of the Blue Flame Pure-Cloister Family Melchizedeks. The
Blue Flame Melchizedeks had not received the Templar Seal in 8,000 Be, and
their morphogenetic field remained in the Sphere of Amenti. Protection of the Arc
or the Covenant and the secrets of Amenti had been placed with the Blue Flame
Mclchizedek Essenes by the Azurite Council. The Blue Flame Melchizedeks taught
the original, non-patriarchal, egalitarian creed of the undistorted Ternplar Creed,
including the sacred teachings of the science of ascension, the reality of reincarna-
li n and ET ancestry and the precepts of unity consciousness and the Sacred Law
of One. The two groups co-existed with each other within the Essene brotherhood
until 12 Be, when the Azurite Council orchestrated the next major event in pre-
paring the races for ascension.

Reintegration of the Races into and Restoration of
the Sphere of Amenti, the Three Christs,

The Zionites and Preparation for 2017 AD.
12 BC-22 AD

The Azurite Council knew that in order for the races to be prepared for the
mass ascension wave of 2017 AD, the integrity of the Sphere of Amenti must be
r .stored by realigning the portions of the Sphere trapped within the D-2 Earth
morphogenetic field. The Alcyone morphogenetic fields of Ternplar Melchizedeks
und tho e that received the Templar-Axion Seal during Akhenatons reign and were
stored in Sirius B, also needed to be reintegrated into the Sphere of Amenti.
I) 'spite the failures of Akhenatons campaign, he had successfully reintegrated the
Annu peoples into the Sphere of Amenti morphogenetic field, so isimilar arrange-
III -nt was made in reference to the Templar and Ternplar-Axion Sealed race fami-
Ii,s, This time, not only would the races be restored to their place within Amenti,
tli ' cntir phere of Amenti would be realigned with the original 12-strand NA
P,III .rn. R 'ali nrn nt of the Sphere of Amenti would allow all of the ra es to h ':II
tIll'i I' tcnctic disron ion in prcparati n for the opening f the Hall f Am .rui, an I
wouk] r ,,~I()I"rh 0 int 'grity r ih " I h '1" of Am .nri so rh l Ialls f Am 'Illi ould he
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This 12th-level avatar was to realign the Sphere of Amenti and the Alcyone mor-
phogenetic field of the Templar Sealed Hebrew and Annu Melchizedeks, and he
was intended to bring together the factions within the Essenes that had developed
within the Melchizedek and Hebrew Cloisters. He would also re-enter the original
egalitarian Templar creed back into the teachings of the Essenes.

Under the direction of Azurites of the Ra Confederacy, in 12 BC, the l Zth-
level avatar, a pure Taran Turaneusiam-I soul essence was born outside of Bethle-
hem in a private residence, to a Blue Flame Melchizedek-Hebrew Essene mother
and a Blue Flame Melchizedek- Hibiru Cloister Essene father. It was not an Immac-
ulate Conception, but rather orchestrated via traditional means through a couple
chosen and prepared by the Priests of Ur. His mother's name was Jeudi, his father
Joehius; both were leaders within the Blue Flame Melchizedek Essene sect. The

1A child's soul essence was born of the HU-4 avatar Sananda, and the child was named
~Melchizedek (herein Jesheua-12), who later became known as Jesus, son of

Mary and Joseph. The personages of Mary and Joseph were not the parents of this
avatar child, they were the parents of a ninth-level avatar soon to follow, jesheua-
12was born to descendants of the house of Solomon, and taken in infancy into the
custody of the Priests ofUr.

In 7 BC the Elohim orchestrated the birth of a ninth-level avatar, who
would serve to re-integrate the Ternplar-Axion Sealed souls of Sirius B, back into
the Sphere of Amenti and restructure the patriarchal Templar creed to be more
reflective of the Law of One. This child was named Jeshewua (herein Jeshewua-
9), and the stories of his birth to the Hebrew-Melchizedek Essenes Mary and
Joseph are recorded as the birth of Jesus in contemporary Christian doctrine,

(

:feSnewu as not born of an Immaculate Conception either, but rather through
the visitation of an ET Nephilirn, who, like King Melchizedek had been, was part
of the entity named Jehovah. The entity Jehovah, who was one of the original

I'l\k contributors to the creation of the Sirian-Anunnaki races of HU-2, had worked
,q)\u' with the Elohim since the time of the Treaty of El-Annu 848,000 years ago.

Jeshewua's mother Mary was also born of ET Nephilim conception. Following
the events of Akhenatons reign, the Elohim did not want knowledge of ET
ancestry available to the general human populations, so the truth of Jeshewua's
birth was hidden within the story of the Immaculate Conception. Through the
centuries that followed the births of the two avatars, the life storiesofJesheua-12 and
Jeshewua-9, plus another man who was not an avatar, became consolidatedinto one
personagecalledJesus Christ.

With the birth of Jesheua-12, the l Zth-level avatar, the Hebrew and
Me! hiz dek morphogenetic field in Alcyone was reintegrated into the Sphere of
Amcnti. Through J sh ua-12 the integrity of the Hebrew Melchizedek genetic
imprint was I' 's«)rL'd, and he b "am known by some as the "savior" of the Jewish
I coplcs ()I' Ihis 1'(':\SOIl,'l'lu- p()I'lions or ih 'I\m .nri ,ph rc rhnr had be in 1'I':lpp'd
witldl\ 1,:,111"•.•.I) III()Iplllll'I"II'tlt Ill,ld, :IS :1 1't'SII" or I\ldll'II:1lOlI's I'l'ign, were
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I("dign'd and the integrity of the Sphere of Amenti was once again restored. in fI

«rmter sense,Jesheua-12 became the savior for the races,for through his birth the Halls
'()/l1menti could once again be opened. The realigned Sphere of Amenti was kept in
stor::lge within the UHF bands of 0-3, now under protection of the Azurites of th .
Ita onfederacy. At age 20 (8 AD), following his study in Persia and India,
J sheua-12 was taken to Egypt by the Priests ofUr. At the Great Pyramid of Giza,
while Jesheua-12 was between 20 and 33 years of age (8 AD through 21 AD), he
and the Blue Flame Melchizedek Essenes secretly orchestrated ascension for various
groups, directly through the portal passage of the Arc of the Covenant. (Ascensions
conducted while the Halls of Amenti were closed could only be done through the
energy field of a 12th-level avatar, whose bio-energetic field could carry the energy
fields of others through the seals on the Sphere of Amenti. Through the energy
fields of the avatar, people could pass through the Arc of the Covenant, into the
Blue Flame of Tara's morphogenetic field and into Tara.)

Through Jesheua-12, the Hebrew Essene races that followed the Blue Flame
Cloister Melchizedek Essenes were appointed by the Azurites of Ra, to share guard-
ianship of the Arc of the Covenant with the Melchizedek and Hibiru Cloisters.
The descendants of these groups presently carry the full 12-strand DNA package
within their gene codes, as this group was one of those chosen in 1972 AD to
receive full-genetic realignment through interaction with the time traveling, hybrid
Zionite race (see 1tOyagersI, p. 38). The Zionites were created during the present-
day Zeta infiltration and were sent back in time to realign certain ancestral groups
with the 12-strand DNA imprint, in order to accelerate the evolution of present-
day humans. The followers and descendants of the Jesheua-12 Essenes were one of
the groups chosen for this realignment. Groups involved with Zionite geneti
restructuring are considered to be of Celestial Human lineage as they carry the full
12-strand DNA Silicate Matrix within their operational genetic codes, regardless of
their primary racial line. (The Silicate Matrix appears within family lines as a rece -
sive gene composite, which remains dormant until it is called into activation via
opening of chakra centers 8-15.) Various groups within Root Races 3-5 and Cloi -
ter races 3-6, along with several other hybrid race strains, were chosen for thi
genetic realignment, so the Silicate Matrix is distributed at random throughou c
present-day human genetic lines. The greatest concentrations can be found within
the Hebrew, Melchizedek, Aryan, East Indian and Tibetan racial lines.

During the period that Jesheua-12 practiced in Egypt (8 AD - 21 AD), th
second Christ, Jeshewua-9, grew in popularity among the families of the Ternplar
Melchizedeks and Hebrew Melchizedeks who were not aware of, or int r sted in,
the birth ofJesheua-12. Jeshewua-9 was also taken to Egypt for initiation,::t <":11-

sion training and ordination as a Melchizedek priest, and p rtions of th 'S . rit '8

w rc conducted by Jesh ua-l Z, Prior 0 his ordination in Egypr, J .sh 'WII;t-( had
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oming to Egypt at age 20 and his Templar teachings showed a stronger eastern
orientation than those of Jeshewua-9. The training and ascension activities of
Jesheua-12 and the Blue Flame Melchizedek Essenes remained primarily hidden
and practiced as a secret "mystery school" within Egypt at Giza and in various
other locations. The teachings of Jeshewua-9 became more well-known, which
caused him progressively more persecution from Roman influence and also
within some factions of the Hebrew and Templar-Melchizedek race lines who did
not accept deviations from the original patriarchal Templar creed as set within
the Jewish religion by King Melchizedek. ('

When Jeshewua-9 was 32 years old (25 AD), with the assistance of supportive
Templar Melchizedek Essenes, the Elohim exiled Jeshewua-9, his wife (the woman
who came to be known as Mary Magdalene in Biblical reference), and their three
children to the territories of France, to avoid political persecution. Another man,
by the name of Arihabi, who was a Jerusalem-born Hebrew-Annu-Melchizedek,
was led by the Elohim, through a series of visions, to believe that he was the true
Jeshewua-9, and this is the man who was crucified. Neither of the avatar Christs
were crucified, and both of them left genetic fomi/j lines within the Hebrew-
Melchizedek races. The sacrifice of Arihabi was orchestrated to divert attention
away from Jeshewua-9, his family and his lineage. The resurrection of the "body of
Christ"/Arihabi, was orchestrated by the Elohim through the use of holographic
inserts, but Arihabi was indeed resurrected following the holographic display. In
return for his assistance in diverting attention from Jeshewua-9, the body of Ari-
habi was restored to life by the Elohim, even though he was not an avatar. He was
then taken to India, where he lived for another 30 years. Upon his natural death,
Arihabi's soul essence was ascended to Sirius B through the Third Eye of Horus
portal bridge. After his ascension to Sirius B, the Elohim granted him special favor
and adjusted his energy field so he could ascend to the Sirius star system in HU-2
via the planetary core of Sirius A in HU-l. The story ofJesus Christ, as it is known in
contemporary times, evolved through the mythology the Elohim used to conceal the iden-
tity of their avatar, Jeshewua-9, and toperpetuate their patriarchal slant on the Templar
Creed The distortions of the true focts of history were used to protect the lineage of
Jeshewua-9 from political persecution, making it appear as if the Christ had no descen-
dants, thereby allowing those descendants to remain obscuredfrom the public view. The
teachings of Jeshewua-9 and the Templar Melchizedeks became the primary foun-
dations for both the contemporary Jewish and Christian faiths, but the Jewish reli-
gion did not acknowledge Jeshewua-9 as their savior. In truth, Jesheua-12 was the
true savior of the Hebrew peoples, for he re-entered their race morphogenetic field
into the phere of Amenti. Few people knew ofJesheua-12 and his Blue Flame
M I hiz d k Esscn as ension hool, so the majority of the Hebrew people did
not I' ':lliz, Ihat th .ir ~ I'.told M ssiah had, inde d, arrived. Even though Jesheua-
I ',~.I 'wll1pljslll1ll'lll~ W'1l1 unnoticed by lh 'majority f rh H br W people, his
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affect on the restoration of their genetic development was valid-an unseen gift to
the Hebrew peoples for which Jesheua-12 did not receive credit.

Between 8 AD and 21 AD, while Jesheua-12 practiced ascension rites at Giza,
several expeditions were made by Jesheua-12 and the Blue Flame Melchizedek Ess-
enes. They traveled throughout Egypt and Nubia and into Jerusalem, promoting
the original Templar teachings of ascension and gathering together groups of peo-
ple to take to Giza for ascension. Plans were made to perpetuate the Jesheua-12
lineage, which carried the full 12-strand DNA imprint, and six women of various
Melchizedek Cloister sub-races were chosen to bring forth the children of jesheua-
12, the First Christ. Couples were chosen to serve as guardians of these children.
Each of the six females to receive the seed of Jesheua-12 was matched to a male
Blue Flame Melchizedek who would serve as adoptive father to the child of
Jesheua-12. Jesheua-12 did not interact directly with the raising of these children,
nor did he serve as husband to any of the six women chosen to carry his seed. The
children were created through sacred procreative rites for the sole purpose of per-
petuating the 12-strand DNA pattern within the human races. Descendants of
these children became spread throughout various regions, some appearing within
the French Aristocracies, others within the Celtic, Egyptian and African genetic
lines. One line of the descendants of Jesheua-12 now resides within the continental
United States. Of the six families of Jesheua-12 that were seeded between 18 AD
and 23 AD, five of the children survived to bring the 12-strand DNA lineage into
the contemporary human gene pool. The lineage of Jeshewua-9's three children
also prospered and spread throughout various nations to the present day. In his
later years, Jeshewua-9 traveled to Tibet, where, with the help of the Elohim, he
ascended out of matter in 47 AD to HU-3, through the portion of Tara's morpho-
genetic field stored within the planetary core of Venus. (This ascension passage
requires a tenth-strand DNA imprint, and is thus not available to most humans,
without direct assistance and DNA reconstruction by the Elohim, Azurites or other
HU-2 guardian groups.)

The teachings of Jesheua-12 were highly censored by Templar Melchizedeks
who later came into political prominence, and were kept alive through the secret
mystery schools that evolved throughout Europe, Egypt, the Middle East and in
certain parts of China and Indonesia. The teachings ofJesheua-12 were originally
included in the manuscripts that became the Christian Bible, but were distorted or
edited entirely at various times, to suit the needs of the power elite within the evolv-
ing political-religious machine. Eventually the teachings were banned by the early
Christian churches, for they disclosed the identity and tactics of the Elohim and
other ET groups, and told of the divisions within the Melchiz d k 11 mplar ,I" ·d.
Very n w of rh original J sh u:1-12 tea hin s hay urviv d into rhc PI' '$ 'Ilt t im "
thou h th '1":11" I' '11111:11lt.~or ihcsc te:l 'hings sc r ·tly PI' .scrv xl in I'rnncc, that will
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THE THREE CHRISTS

misrepresented through political and religious structures of various times. The
teachings of contemporary Christianity, though they provide a basic structure upon
which social organization and spiritual initiation can be built, reflect little of the depth,
content or meaning of the original teachings of the avatar Christs.

Following the establishment ofJesheua-12's lineage (18 AD-23 AD) the ava-
tar had completed his work on Earth. The Blue Flame Melchizedeks c~ried'on his
teaching legacy and' became the primary keepers of the secrets of the Arc of the
Covenant and the Sphere of Amenti. Various groups were assigned various portions
of the whole story, with no one group having the entire chronology of the teachings
ofJesheua-12. Jesheua-12 left Earth through the Arc of the Covenant at 39 years of
age in 27 AD. He did not die, but rather bodily ascended to Tara, and has since
evolved far beyond the confines of physical matter. The Arc of the Covenant was
resealed within the UHF bands of D-3 following his ascension, awaiting the time
when Earth's grid rose high enough in vibration to allow for the return of the
Sphere of Amenti, which was scheduled to occur before the mass ascension wave of
2017 AD. The Azurite Council, Interdimensional Association of Free Worlds and
their many supporters maintained a stance of non-interference following the suc-
cess of Jesheua-12's mission. They allowed the Elohim and various other Host
Matrix Families to direct the course of earthly events as they desired, knowing that
the truth of the Templar and the Law of One, as upheld by the Blue Flame
Melchizedeks and Priests ofUr, would eventually come to light within the evolving
human consciousness. The-Azurites planned to wait until the return of the Sphere
of Amenti to Earth's core before bringing this knowledge back into the public
domain, and in the meantime hoped to unite the Melchizedeks within the teach-
ings of the sacred Law of One.

Though Jesheua-12 had successfully aligned the race morphogenetic field
at Amenti with the original 12-strand DNA imprint, most of the races still car-
ried traces of genetic distortions from the Templar and Templar-Axion Seals,
which would need to be cleared prior to the opening of the Halls of Amenti. The
Elohim, Templar Melchizedeks, Blue Flame Melchizedeks and many other unre-
lated Host Matrix groups have assisted, and continue to assist, many individuals
in clearing their genetic codes in preparation for ascension. All present-day ideolo-
Ties that teach conscious evolution, and DNA activation and transmutation, are
«eared toward this purpose, including the new information currently being provided
by various guardian ET and meta terrestrial forces. Jesheua-12, the l Zth-level Tura-
II .usiarn avatar from Tara, fulfilled his purposes on Earth. Through him the
Sph I' of Amenti was made ready for re-entry into Earth's core, following which
the 'falls F Arncnti would eventually be opened. The race morphogenetic field
hn I be .n I' .uni: xl, so Following the I ening of the Halls of Amenti, all souls
«()Idd .ll':tin ,IS' 'nd through 1\111.ru i, on" th ir g n ti imprint had ev lved t
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avatar Jesheua-12 ascended, the races of Earth evolved under the primary influ-
ence of the Elohim and various other Host Matrix groups not associated with the
Christian and Jewish perspectives.

Through the achievements ofJesheua-12 and Jeshewua-9, the primary mor-
phogenetic imprint for all of the races was returned to the Sphere of Amenti, and
the Sphere of Amenti was once again made whole. These accomplishments set the
stage for mass ascension, but the races still had a long way to go in healing and
evolving their consciousness and genetic codes. The Frequency Fence quarantine
(UHF D-3 seal) still blocked Earth from open relations with the inter-stellar com-
munities. The Arc of the Covenant D-5 security seal kept all but the Melchizedek
race strains from bodily ascension. The races still carried portions of the Amenti
Seal (DNA strands one, two and three mutation, anti-particle "death" seal), the
Palaidorian Seal (DNA strands two and three mutation, D-4 seal), the Templar
Seal (DNA strands two, four and five mutation, D-6 seal) and the Templar-Axion
Seal (DNA strands 1, 5 and 6 mutation, D-7 seal; the "666" seal) within their
genetic codes and the memory of the human lineage still remained locked away
within the Sphere of Amenti in the UHF bands of the third dimension. These con-
ditions would have to evolve and heal before humanity would be prepared to face
the ascension wave of2017 AD.

Throughout the evolution of the races, guardian races attempted to awaken
humanity to the reality of its evolutionary destiny. All of the major Earth religions
were seeded at one time or another by guardian groups, to help the races prepare
for their eventual ascension out of HU-l. Though the teachings are often quite
different or seemingly contradictory and all religions have suffered manipulation
and distortion at the hands of man and covert intruder ET forces, they are united
through their original purpose of achieving ascension and freedom from the illu-
sions of matter.

The secrets of Amenti were ultimately kept under the protection of the Blue Flame
Cloister Melchizedeks and the Hebrew Essenes who followed them, but the reality of
Amenti belongs to all of the racesand world religions. The Sphere of Amenti, Arc of the
Covenant and Halls of Amenti represent the manifestation of the Covenant of Palaidor,
which holds the evolutionary promise and progression for all racesof the human lineage.
It is the promise of humanity returning to the integrity of the Immortal God-being that
is the original morphogenetic imprint of the human race.

The promise of ascension is the hidden heritage and legacy of the human con-
dition, the fulfillment of humanity's evolutionary blueprint.

6

Ascension Mechanics

HUMANITY'S EVOLUTION

The Science of Ascension, Time Cycles, Morphogenetic '\¥aves
and the Sphere of Amenti

As we have mentioned before, ascension is not some lofty spiritual concept
designed by the minds of man, it is the literal, tangible scientific process of the
evolution of consciousness and biology within the laws of energy mechanics that
apply to a multidimensional reality system. You can go about your human lives,
with your consciousness confined to the Iimitations presently imposed by your
physical body, or you can learn the mechanics by which those limitations can be
released, and begin to experience' the reality of freedom that is the comprehension
of yourself-as-soul. Whether or not you view ascension and multidimensional evolu-
tion as a reality while you are alive on Earth, you will be directly faced with that real-
ity once your consciousness has passed out of physical life and into the
multidimensional framework. At the death of the physical body you will discover
that your consciousness lives on and your evolution continues. How well you
prepare for that discovery now will determine the ease with which you are able to
take your next evolutionary step once you "wake up on the other side." All souls
will eventually evolve and ascend through the 15-dimensional scale, to re-emerge
as sentient identity within realms of pure consciousness beyond the dimensional
systems. But this process is not something that takes places automatically for
humankind. Humanity was created as a creator species, which means that
thoughts and actions entertained by the human will be met in manifest experi-
ence, both on Earth and in the life experiences that take place beyond the earthly
planes. The choices one makes in thought and deed will determine the quality of
xperience, or lack thereof, that will be personally encountered in feeling and

event.
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